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Meta-analysis reveals controls
on oyster predation

Kinsey N. Tedford* and Max C. N. Castorani

Department of Environmental Sciences, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA, United States
Predators can have strong roles in structuring communities defined by

foundation species. Accumulating evidence shows that predation on reef-

building oysters can be intense and potentially compromise efforts to restore or

conserve these globally decimated foundation species. However,

understanding the controls on variation in oyster predation strength is

impeded by inconsistencies in experimental methodologies. To address this

challenge, we conducted the first meta-analysis to quantify the magnitude,

uncertainty, and drivers of predator effects on oysters. We synthesized 384

predator-exclusion experiments from 49 peer-reviewed publications over 45

years of study (1977 to 2021). We characterized geographic and temporal

patterns in oyster predation experiments, determined the strength of predator

effects on oyster mortality and recruitment, and assessed how predation varies

with oyster size, environmental conditions, the predator assemblage, and

experimental design. Predators caused an average 4.3× increase in oyster

mortality and 46% decrease in recruitment. Predation increased with oyster

size and varied with predator identity and richness. Unexpectedly, we found no

effects of latitude, tidal zone, or tidal range on predation strength. Predator

effects differed with experiment type and tethering method, indicating the

importance of experimental design and the caution warranted in extrapolating

results. Our results quantify the importance of predation for oyster populations

and suggest that consideration of the drivers of oyster predation in restoration

and conservation planning may hasten recovery of these lost coastal

foundation species.

KEYWORDS

experimental design, foundation species, meta-analysis, oyster reefs, population
dynamics, predation
Introduction

Predators can influence populations of foundation species and have strong cascading

effects on the ecosystems that foundation species create and maintain (Dayton, 1972;

Ellison, 2019). With the recognition that predators are potentially important in most

ecosystems, research now focuses on quantifying the strength of predatory effects,

understanding how the environment mediates variation in predation, and resolving
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the underlying mechanisms. Changes in predator effects over

space and time have been attributed to differences in

environmental conditions that alter the abundance,

morphology, or behavior of prey or predators (Marcora et al.,

2013, Kroeker et al., 2016, Penaluna et al., 2016; Reynolds et al.,

2018). For instance, gradients in water depth and wave exposure

alter the survival of reef-building corals by mediating the

abundance of predatory parrotfish (Huertas et al., 2021).

Resolving the causes of variation in predator effects is pressing

considering recent accelerating and widespread losses of

foundation species associated with changes in their predators,

such as declines in canopy-forming forest trees, marsh grasses,

and coral reefs (Ellison et al., 2005; Silliman et al., 2013).

Testing the direct effects of predators on their prey involves

controlled experiments that manipulate the presence, absence,

density, or identity of predators (among other factors). However,

inconsistent methodologies and other idiosyncrasies among

studies limit the direct comparisons needed to improve general

knowledge (Borer et al., 2005). Moreover, while manipulative

experiments are useful for inferring mechanisms, such studies

are often limited to relatively small spatial scales, few locations,

and short durations, further limiting the generality provided by a

single experiment (Thrush et al., 1997). Standardizing and

synthesizing knowledge from individual experiments can

improve understanding of the consequences of predation in

complex, natural ecosystems. Meta-analysis of published results

is a powerful tool to meet this challenge and can reveal potential

experimental biases and artifacts in well-studied systems

(Peterson and Black, 1994; Koricheva et al., 2013).

Reef-building oysters are ideal for studying the patterns and

drivers of variation in predation strength on foundation species.

Predation on oysters has been the subject of intense study

because oysters are vital to creating coastal habitat, sustaining

biodiversity, and enhancing or stabilizing important ecosystem

functions (Grabowski, 2004; Zu Ermgassen et al., 2016; Smith

et al., 2022, Smith et al., in press). Oysters are prey to a diversity

of resident and transitory reef predators occupying distinct

functional groups (e.g., fishes, crabs, gastropods) and varying

in their lethality (O'Connor et al., 2008). Moreover, predators

may interact in ways that alter per-capita predation rates, such as

interspecific competition or intraguild predation (McCoy et al.,

2012; Schweiss and Rakocinski, 2020). Oyster reefs are found

across a broad range of shallow marine and estuarine

environments in temperate to tropical seas worldwide. They

occur in intertidal and subtidal zones across gradients in salinity,

tidal range, and water temperature (Byers et al., 2015; Lowe et al.,

2017). Predator composition and abundance vary greatly due to

natural geographic patterns (e.g., predatory fish are more

common in areas of higher water temperatures and lower

latitudes; Grabowski et al., 2020) and human modification of

coastal food webs (e.g., overfishing of oyster predators or

introducing non-native predators; Myers et al., 2007; Cheng
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et al., 2022). Understanding how predators affect oyster

populations is important given the > 85% global decline in

oysters and the substantial restoration efforts focused on re-

establishment and conservation, which can yield mixed results

(Beck et al., 2011; Duarte et al., 2020, Smith et al., in press).

Despite widespread losses of oyster reefs, there have been no

standardized and integrated quantitative assessments of the

influence of predators on oysters and how their effects vary with

environmental factors. To resolve this gap, we used meta-analysis

to systematically quantify the magnitude and uncertainty

associated with predator effects on oysters. Specifically, we

aimed to (1) characterize geographic and temporal patterns in

oyster predation experiments, (2) determine the general direction

and strength of predator effects on oyster mortality and

recruitment, and (3) assess how variation in predation strength

is associated with oyster size, environmental conditions, the

composition and richness of the predator community, and

experimental design. Our meta-analysis improves understanding

of predator effects on a highly valued but globally decimated

foundation species by resolving how predation is mediated by

variation in biotic and abiotic factors. Our study also reveals

important biases introduced by methodological decisions in

predation experiments. These findings improve understanding

of the controls on oyster populations and may help reduce

uncertainty in restoration planning.
Methods

Literature review

We performed a comprehensive literature search for peer-

reviewed studies that experimentally examined the effects of

predators on oysters. We followed Preferred Reporting Items for

Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) standards for

meta-analysis reporting (Moher et al., 2010; Supplementary

Material: Figure S1; Table S1). We searched for publications

that contained a predator removal experiment using the

following search string on Web of Science: (predat* OR

consume* OR top-down OR biotic OR trophic) AND (oyster*

OR Crassostrea OR Ostrea OR Saccostrea OR Magallana OR

Lopha OR Ostreola) AND (experiment* OR manipulat* OR

assay OR transplant* OR tethe* OR cage*; 1900–2021). We

performed this search on September 25, 2021 and 778 peer-

reviewed publications were returned to review. We identified

additional peer-reviewed publications from in-text citations,

Google Scholar search-term alerts, and communication with

publication authors. Two researchers reviewed all titles,

keywords, and abstracts of the 788 candidate publications for

any mention of an oyster predation study or an experiment on

an oyster reef. Based on this screening, we excluded 643

publications (yielding 145 candidate publications).
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Study inclusion criteria

For inclusion, studies had to experimentally manipulate oyster

predator presence or absence using a physical barrier (e.g., cage,

fence, net, or mesocosm tank). Thus, each experiment included a

treatment that excluded all predators from oysters and a ‘control’

which exposed oysters to a natural or manipulated predator

assemblage. When multiple experimental treatments within an

experiment shared a control, they were considered as separate

measures (Englund et al., 1999; Poore et al., 2012; Kimbro et al.,

2013). We only included studies that identified oysters

(Superfamily Ostreoidea) to species-level and reported a

quantitative measure of juvenile or adult oyster mortality (or

survival) or oyster recruitment as the response variable. We

excluded studies on oyster larvae due to insufficient sample size

(two publications). Based on our study inclusion criteria after

reading the full text, we identified 49 out of 145 publications that

were suitable for data extraction.
Data extraction

For each suitable experiment, we extracted the means or sums,

samples sizes, and variances (when reported) of oyster responses

from text, tables, graphs, or directly from study authors by request.

To extract data from publications, we used metaDigitise 1.0.0

(Pick et al., 2019) within the R statistical computing environment

(version 1.4.1717; R Core Team, 2021). Oyster mortality and

survival were measured as proportions, percentages, or counts of

individuals either dead or alive at the end of the experiment. For

oyster mortality, we also extracted data from studies that reported

mean daily mortality coefficients, per capita rates or mass of

oysters consumed, and the ratio of live oysters to dead oysters (as

indicated visually by substrate attachment ‘scars’; Baillie and

Grabowski, 2019). We converted survival measurements to

mortality by subtraction (mortality = 1 – survival). We

measured oyster recruitment as the number or density of newly

settled oyster larvae (‘spat’) that naturally recruited to a surface

and survived at least two weeks (Newell et al., 2000). If data were

reported as a time series, we used data from the final sampling

period to maximize the probability of detecting a predator effect

(Englund et al., 1999; Eger and Baum, 2020).

To address our third goal of determining the causes of

variation in oyster predation, we collected metadata on oysters,

abiotic environment, predator assemblages, and experimental

design. Specifically, we recorded oyster species and size,

assigning two size-class categories based on oyster shell heights

(SH): small (≤ 25 mm) and large (> 25.1 mm). If a size range was

given, we used the maximum value to group them into the same

categories. We excluded studies that categorized oysters as spat

but did not supply SH measurements. We recorded geographic

location (latitude), salinity, tidal range, tidal zone (intertidal vs.

subtidal), and water temperature. For predator enclosure studies,
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we recorded the identity and species richness (no. species) of

predators in each treatment. We further grouped the predator

assemblages based on predator identity and the number of

predator species within the enclosure: (1) conch or drill

(Gastropoda) (1 species), (2) crab (Brachyura) (1 species), (3)

crab (Brachyura) (2 species), and (4) multi-taxon (≥ 2 species.)

(Supplementary Material: Table S2 for a full list of predator

species). The multi-taxon group consisted of a combination of

conchs, drills, crabs, and/or fishes exposed to oyster prey and each

other within the same enclosure.

We recorded the experiment duration, experiment type

(predator exclosure vs. predator enclosure), mesh size used in

caging experiments, experiment location (field vs. lab), oyster

‘tethering’ method (naturally settled vs. manually adhered with

glue), and oyster recruitment substrate (living or dead oyster shell

vs. artificial substrate such as ceramic, concrete, or plastic). The

treatment constituting a ‘control’ differed based on experiment

type: in exclosure experiments, control treatments exposed oysters

to ambient predator communities; in enclosure experiments,

control treatments confined oysters with a manipulated predator

assemblage (Kimbro et al., 2013). Field studies were situated within

the natural environment (e.g., near an existing oyster reef or on a

mudflat), while lab experiments occurred indoors or outdoors. Lab

enclosures used pools or tanks, sometimes filled with altered

seawater (e.g., aerated, modified temperature).
Calculation of effect sizes

For oyster mortality and recruitment, we calculated effect sizes

using the natural log response ratio, LRR = ln ( XC

XT
), where XC is

the mean (or sum) in the control group exposing oysters to

predators and. XT . is the mean (or sum) in the treatment

excluding predators (Hedges et al., 1999; Koricheva et al., 2013).

We used the LRR because estimates of variance were not available

for 43% of effect sizes (41% of publications); however, we tested

the robustness of this chosen metric (Supplementary Material:

Figures S2–5). If the mean or sum value of the response was zero,

we replaced the zero with the minimum value that was likely to be

detected with the associated sampling method (e.g., a count of 1

for the number of individuals tethered; Poore et al., 2012). An LRR

= 0 indicates no difference between treatments allowing predators

and excluding predators (i.e., no effect of predators). An LRR < 0

indicates that predators decreased oyster mortality or recruitment.

An LRR > 0 indicates that predators increased oyster mortality

or recruitment.
Statistical analyses

To address our second goal, determining the general

direction and strength of predator effects on oysters, we fit

intercept-only linear mixed effects models for each response
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variable (i.e., LRR of oyster mortality and recruitment), with a

random intercept term for publication to control for within-

study correlation (Zuur et al., 2009).

To address our third goal, identifying the drivers of

variability in predation strength, we used linear mixed effects

models to predict the LRR of oyster mortality and recruitment.

As described above, we assembled metadata on 15 potential

predictor variables describing (1) oyster species and size, (2) the

abiotic environment (latitude, salinity, tidal range, tidal zone,

water temperature), (3) predator taxon group (for enclosure

studies including identity and species richness), and (4)

experimental design (cage mesh size, experiment duration,

experiment type, experiment location, recruitment substrate,

tethering method). However, high multi-collinearity among

continuous variables and missing combinations of levels of

categorical factors prevented the use of all potential predictors

(Table 1). We tested for multicollinearity by calculating variance

inflation factors using the R package performance 4.1.1 (Lüdecke

et al., 2021). We also excluded categorical predictors with < 2

publications per level. For instance, we excluded oyster species,

tidal range, salinity, and water temperature as predictors for

oyster mortality because they were highly correlated with

latitude or tidal zone (Table 1). Cage mesh size, experiment

type, and experiment location were too unbalanced or data-poor
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to include in all of the models (Table 1). We analyzed mortality

data from studies using predator exclosures and enclosures

separately because preliminary analyses showed a large

difference in effect sizes between these two experiment types.

Due to data constraints, the same set of predictors could not be

used for predator exclosure and enclosure studies.

Models of oyster recruitment and mortality included the

remaining balanced, data-rich predictors as fixed effects and

publication as a random intercept term to allow for within-study

correlation. For each response variable, we started with the full

model (all possible predictors) and performed stepwise

backward model selection to iteratively remove nonsignificant

predictors (p > 0.05) and find the most parsimonious model with

only significant terms, hereafter referred to as the reduced model

(Zuur et al., 2009). We focus our results on the reduced model

with the least constrained dataset (i.e., the maximum number of

studies with data on the significant predictors), but model

coefficients and significance were similar to both the full

model and the reduced model with the most constrained

datasets (i.e., the minimum number of studies with data on

both significant and nonsignificant predictors; Supplementary

Material: Tables S3–5).

We used model-estimated partial residuals to estimate and

visualize effect sizes for individual significant predictors while
TABLE 1 Predictor variables collected for each of the 384 predation experiments organized by response variable (oyster recruitment or mortality)
and, for oyster mortality, experiment type (exclosures or enclosures).

Oyster recruitment Oyster mortality

Predictor variables (exclosures and enclosures) Exclosures Enclosures

Oyster characteristics

Oyster species Insufficient data Collinear Collinear

Oyster size NA 106 (22) 235 (28)

Abiotic environment

Latitude NA 127 (25) NA

Salinity Insufficient data Collinear Insufficient data

Tidal range 22 (7) Collinear NA

Tidal zone Insufficient data 127 (25) NA

Water temperature Insufficient data Collinear Insufficient data

Predator characteristics

Predator identity NA NA 235 (28)

Predator richness NA NA 228 (27)

Experimental design

Cage mesh size 22 (7) 126 (24) Insufficient data

Experiment duration 22 (7) 123 (24) 235 (28)

Experiment location Insufficient data NA 235 (28)

Oyster tether method NA 103 (21) 134 (19)

Recruitment substrate 22 (7) NA NA
Bold face denotes the variables included in the models. The number of effect sizes and number of publications (in parentheses) are shown for each combination of response variable and
experiment type. ‘Collinear’ denotes variables that were highly collinear with other included predictors. NA denotes variables not relevant to the hypothesis being tested. Detailed metadata
on each study are shown in Supplementary Material: Table S8.
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holding other fixed and random covariates constant using visreg

2.7.0 (Breheny and Burchett, 2017). We used post hoc tests to

estimate pairwise differences using emmeans 1.6.3 (Lenth, 2021).

For intercept-only models, we calculated the percentage change

between the treatment and control groups as 100 × e(LRR–1). We

ensured that model residuals met assumptions of normality and

homogeneity using DHARMa 0.4.3 (Hartig, 2021). All models

were constructed using lme4 1.1.27.1 (Pinheiro et al., 2021) or

glmmTMB 1.1.2.2 (Brooks et al., 2017). Lastly, we performed

several tests of publication bias and model sensitivity to ensure

our findings were robust (Supplementary Material: Figures S2–9,

Table S6).
Results

Temporal, geographic, and taxonomic
trends in oyster predation studies

The 49 peer-reviewed publications that met our inclusion

criteria were published between 1977 and 2021, yielding n = 384

individual effect sizes included in our final analyses (Figure 1A;

Supplementary Material Figure S10, Table S7). The number of

suitable studies increased beginning in the 2000s. Studies

reporting oyster mortality were common (47 publications),

while those reporting recruitment were much rarer (7

publications). The vast majority (93%) of effect sizes were

from studies along the U.S. Atlantic, Gulf, and Pacific Coasts

(Figure 1B). Studies meeting our criteria were absent outside of

North America and northern Europe (Germany and the British

Isles). Taxonomically, Crassostrea virginica was overrepresented

(83% of all measurements) relative to other oyster species (C.

gigas, Ostrea edulis, and O. lurida).
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
Predator effects on mortality and
recruitment

Predator access resulted, on average, in a 4.3× increase in

oyster mortality (post hoc test of difference from zero: t1,359 =

8.6, p < 0.001; Figure 2A) and a 46% decrease in recruitment

(t1,19 = –4.5, p < 0.001; Figure 2B).
Effects of oyster size

In predator exclosure experiments, predators increased oyster

mortality in both small (≤ 25mm) and large (> 25.1mm) oyster size

categories (t1,89 = 3.1, p = 0.002; t1,89 = 5.6, p < 0.001; respectively).

However, predator effects were 1.7× stronger in the larger size class

(partial residual LRR: 3.15 vs. 1.86; Table 2; Figure 3; Supplementary

Material: Figure S3, Table S3). Our size analysis for the exclosure

experiments included C. virginica and C. gigas, and their shell

heights ranged from 2.0 to 75.0 mm (small size-class category m ±

SE: 13.6 ± 0.8 mm and large size-class category: 57.7 ± 2.2 mm).

However, predator effects did not differ between oyster size

categories in enclosure experiments (p = 0.9; Supplementary

Material: Figure S11A, Table S4). In addition to C. virginica and

C. gigas, analysis of enclosure experiments included O. lurida

and O. conchaphila, and their shell heights ranged from 5.0 to

100.0 mm (small size-class category: 10.8 ± 0.7 mm and large

size-class category: 42.9 ± 2.2 mm).
Effects of environmental conditions

In predator exclosure studies, tidal zone (p = 0.2;

Supplementary Material: Figure S12A, Table S3) and latitude
A B

FIGURE 1

The annual number of individual predator exclusion experiments (or effect sizes) included in the meta-analysis (A). Global distribution of
experiments (B) that measured oyster mortality (n = 362) and recruitment (n = 22). Points indicate the location of suitable studies; larger points
indicate more effect sizes. Panel A legend also corresponds to panel B.
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(p = 0.9; Supplementary Material: Figure S12B, Table S3) had no

detectable effects on oyster mortality from predation.

Likewise, mean tidal range, which varied from 0.2 to 1.4 m

(0.9 ± 0.09 m), had no effect on oyster recruitment in predation
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
experiments (p = 0.6; Supplementary Material: Figure S13A,

Table S5). Studies reported on reefs located in both intertidal and

subtidal habitats, and across a range of salinities (5.5 to 41.7 ppt)

and water temperatures (9.0 to 30.7°C).
A B

FIGURE 2

Predators increased oyster mortality (A) and decreased recruitment (B) across the entire meta-dataset. Boxplots show median (bold lines) effect
sizes and interquartile ranges (boxes) with outliers greater than 1.5 × IQR (whiskers). Pairs of numbers represent the number of published papers
(left) and the number of independent experiments (right). The dotted line at zero is the effect size expected if there is no effect of predators and
asterisks show where means differ from zero (p < 0.01). Note difference in y-axis scale between the two panels.
TABLE 2 Results of the linear mixed-effect models organized by response variable and experiment type.

Oyster recruitment Oyster mortality

(exclosures and enclosures) Exclosures Enclosures

Source of variation df c2 p df c2 p df c2 p

Recruitment substrate 1 3.0 0.08

Mean tidal range – – NS

Experiment duration – – NS 1 6.9 0.008 1 10.8 < 0.001

Cage mesh size – – NS – – NS

Oyster tether method 1 11.6 < 0.001 1 3.8 0.05

Oyster size 1 7.3 0.007 – – NS

Tidal zone – – NS

Latitude – – NS

Experiment location 1 18.0 < 0.001

Predator taxon 3 14.3 0.002

Residual 18 89 80

No. of effect sizes 22 95 89

No. of publications 7 19 17
frontier
NS denotes the predictor did not improve model parsimony in the full model based on backward model selection and was dropped before fitting the reduced model results shown below.
Black space indicates the predictor was not relevant to the hypothesis being tested or there was insufficient data.
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Effects relative to predator identity

In enclosure experiments confining oysters with known

predators, all types of predators increased mortality (Figure 4;

Table 2; Supplementary Material: Figure S4, Table S4). However,

the strength of predator effects varied with the type of predator(s)

used in the experiment: gastropod and multi-taxon predator

treatments were 5.8× stronger relative to the two-species crab
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
treatments (partial residual LRR: 2.27–2.29 vs. 0.40; post hoc

pairwise comparisons: t1,80 = –3.1, p = 0.003; t1,80 = –3.3, p =

0.001; respectively). There was no difference in predator effects

between the one- and two-species crab treatments (t1,80 = 1.7, p =

0.1), or between the one-species crab treatment and any other

group (gastropods: t1,80 = -1.6, p = 0.1 and multi-taxon: t1,80 = -1.7,

p = 0.08).

Most of these enclosure experiments included only one

predator species (69% of effect sizes) and, of those, the most

common predators were either mud crabs or oyster drills. A

combination of crabs and oyster drills was the most common

multi-taxon treatment (63% of effect sizes).
Role of experimental design on
predator effects

Oyster predation strength differed between experiments that

exposed oysters to the natural predator community (exclosures)

and those that confined oysters with known predators

(enclosures). Predators increased oyster mortality in both

exclosure and enclosure experiments (i.e., LRR > 0), but

predator effects were 5.1× stronger in the enclosures (partial

residual LRR: 0.98 vs. 0.19; c2
1,358 = 0.03; Figure 5). We further

explored the effect of experiment location (field vs. lab) within

enclosure studies and found that predator effects were 3.9×

stronger in lab studies relative to field studies (partial residual

LRR: 4.96 vs. 1.28; Table 2; Supplementary Material: Figure

S11B, Table S4). However, after incorporating the field exclosure

experiments without additional covariates, the difference

between field and lab enclosures was no longer maintained

(t1,362 = –1.1, p = 0.3; Supplementary Material: Figure S14).

Predator effects on mortality weakened by 0.4% per day as the

duration of exclosure experiments increased (Table 2; Figure 6A;

Supplementary Material: Table S3). Interestingly, however,

predator effects strengthened by 3% per day as the duration of

enclosure studies increased (Table 2; Figure 6B; Supplementary

Material: Table S4). Experiment duration had no detectable

influence on predator effects on oyster recruitment (p = 0.7;

Table 2; Supplementary Material: Figure S13B, Table S5). In all

types of studies, experiment duration was right skewed, limiting

inference about longer experiments. Exclosure experiments

measuring mortality were longer than enclosures, with a median

of 30 days for exclosures compared to 6 days for enclosures.

Oyster recruitment studies lasted longer than both types of

mortality studies, with a median of 98 days. More than half

(62%) of the field studies reporting the experiment’s time of year

occurred either exclusively in or during parts of the summer.

Predators increasedmortality foroysters tetheredwithglueand

those that were naturally settled in both exclosure and enclosure

experiments (Table 2; Figures 6C, D; Supplementary Material:

Figures S3, 4). Regardless of experiment type, predicted predator

effectswere2.5 to4.3× strongerongluedoysters relative tonaturally
FIGURE 4

Oyster mortality varied based on predator taxon. Pairs of
numbers, boxplots, asterisks, letters, and p-value as in Figure 3.
FIGURE 3

Predators increased oyster mortality across both size categories,
but effects were strongest on large oysters (> 25.1 mm shell
height). Boxplots show partial residuals and p-value indicates the
respective main effect displayed from mixed-effects models.
Lowercase letters represent results from post-hoc tests and
those that do not share a common letter are significantly
different (p ≤ 0.05). Pairs of numbers and asterisks as in Figure 2.
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settled oysters (partial residual LRR: 2.50 vs. 0.97 for exclosure

studies and 1.28 vs. –0.30 for enclosure studies). Predators caused

marginal decreases in oyster recruitment across both types of

recruitment substrate (artificial substrate or oyster shell; Table 2;

Supplementary Material: Table S5, Figure S13C). Cage mesh size,

which varied from 1.0 to 50.0 mm (m ± SE: 16.2 ± 1.5 mm), had no

detectable effect on oyster mortality (p = 0.6; Table 2;

Supplementary Material: Figure S12C; Table S5) or recruitment

(p = 0.8) in predation experiments (Table 2; Supplementary

Material: Figure S13D, Table S3).
Publication bias and model sensitivity

To ensure our findings were robust, we conducted sensitivity

analyses inwhichweused a ‘drop-one’ approach to explorewhether

any study caused extreme leverage on the grand mean LRR

(Lefcheck et al., 2019). For each model, we systematically dropped

each study, recomputed the LRR, and compared the means of the

newandoldvaluesusinga two-sided t-test.We foundnodifferences

betweenold andnewLRRvalues (p>0.05; SupplementaryMaterial:

Figure S6). Inaddition,weused several approaches toverify that our

resultswerenot affected by publication bias: (1) inspection offunnel

plots (Møller and Jennions, 2001; Supplementary Material: Figure

S7), (2) calculation of Rosenthal’s fail-safe number (Rosenthal,

1979; Supplementary Material: Table S6), (3) calculation of

Cook’s distance, (4-5) exploration of the relationship between

effect sizes and peer-reviewed publication identification
Frontiers in Marine Science 08
(Supplementary Material: Figure S8) and publication year

(Supplementary Material: Figure S9), and (6) tests of spatial

autocorrelation. Lastly, we examined data where variances were

available and found similar trends for LRRsweighted by the inverse

of the variances and sample sizes (Lefcheck et al., 2019;

Supplementary Material: Figures S2–5). These analyses indicate

that our findings were robust to effect-size metric, selecting

reporting, and dissemination bias.
Discussion

Our meta-analysis demonstrates that predators have strong

effects on imperiled coastal foundation species by increasing

mortality and decreasing recruitment of reef-building oysters.

Although several individual studies have shown that predation

can influence oyster populations, this meta-analysis represents

the first systematic quantification of results from oyster

predation experiments and the first analysis of how predator

effects are mediated by oyster size, environmental conditions, the

predator assemblage, and experimental design. Our results

indicate that oyster predation is structured by oyster size,

predator identity, and predator richness. Unexpectedly, we

found that latitude, tidal zone, and tidal range had no

consistent effects on predation strength. Large differences in

predator effects among different types of experiments, oyster

tethering methods, and study duration demonstrate the biases

introduced by experimental design and the caution warranted in

interpreting results from individual studies. For coastal

managers and conservation practitioners, our findings suggest

that outplanting small (vs. large) oysters will not necessarily

yield greater mortality and that siting restorations in areas with

low densities of predators, especially gastropods, may improve

oyster survival and the success of restoration projects.
Oyster size mediates predation

We discovered that predation is a significant cause of oyster

mortality across all oyster sizes (2.0 to 75.0 mm SH) in field

exclosure experiments. However, consistent with other

published studies on size-selective predation (Hamilton and

Caselle, 2015; Stevenson et al., 2016), predator effects on

mortality were stronger on the largest individuals. If the

amount of energy gained by predator consumption outweighs

the energy expended for collection, it is more advantageous for

predators to prey on larger individuals (Hamilton and Caselle,

2015). Size-selection for the largest prey is often dependent on

the predator’s gape size and bite force (Wainwright, 1987; Quinn

and Kinnison, 1999). For example, cownose rays showed the

greatest predation success on oysters 30 to 70 mm SH (lowest

predation on 15 to 25 mm and > 75 mm SH) because they are

within ray gape limitations (Fisher et al., 2011).
FIGURE 5

Predators increased oyster mortality across both experiment
types, but effects were strongest in enclosures when oysters
were confined with known predators. Pairs of numbers,
boxplots, asterisks, letters, and p-value as in Figure 3.
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Bycontrast, oyster sizedidnot explain significant heterogeneity

in effect sizes in enclosure experiments. We speculate that smaller

and fewer predators may have been used inside the enclosures

(averageenclosureheight: 0.7±0.05m;averageenclosurewidth: 1.0

± 0.1m;n=75), or therewere fewer oyster prey options (in terms of

abundance and size) relative to exclosure experiments. A lack of

preference in prey size has also been shown in smaller granivorous

rodents (Pons and Pausas, 2007) and predatory tropical fish

(Holmes and McCormick, 2010).
Latitude and tidal zone had limited
effects on predation

Eastern oysters (C. virginica) and Pacific oysters (C. gigas)

exist across a large geographic range and have broad tolerances
Frontiers in Marine Science 09
to spatial and temporal variation in environmental conditions

(salinity, water temperature, tidal range; Fabioux et al., 2005;

Dridi et al., 2007; Byers et al., 2015; Lowe et al., 2017). Hence, it is

perhaps not surprising that we did not detect any changes to

predation based on latitude or tidal zone for these two oyster

species included in our analyses of predator exclosure studies.

This conclusion contrasts with several other taxa (insects,

crustaceans, corals, birds, fishes) that show stronger predation

strength in lower latitudes and depths (Fox and Bellwood, 2007;

Schemske et al., 2009; Roslin et al., 2017). Although our analysis

included studies across nearly 30 degrees of latitude (27°N to 54°

N), our inference about how latitude influences oyster predation

on an annual basis is limited because most field studies in our

meta-analysis lasted less than three months (84%) and occurred

during summer (62%), when predation rates may be high

irrespective of latitude (Brown et al., 2008). Latitudinal trends
A B

DC

FIGURE 6

Predator effects on oyster mortality weakened as experiment duration increased in exclosures (A), while the opposite pattern was detected in
enclosure experiments (B). Predators increased mortality in oysters tethered with glue relative to naturally settled individuals in both exclosure
(C) and enclosure (D) experiments. For panels A and B, points show partial residuals, lines indicate the model-estimated predicted fits and
shading displays 95% confidence intervals. Pairs of numbers, boxplots, asterisks, letters, and p-values as in Figure 3.
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in oyster predation may be more evident in studies that integrate

predation across the year, such as field experiments lasting a year

or longer, or models incorporating seasonal demographic rates.
Predator identity may influence predation

We found that predator effects were strongest in studies

enclosing gastropods (conchs and drills) or multiple predator

taxonomic groups, and weakest in studies enclosing two crab

species (studies enclosing one crab species showed intermediate

predation effects). The two-crab species predator treatment had the

lowest sample size (9 effect sizes from4unrelatedpublications) and,

while the cause of this result is currently unclear, we can speculate

about possible explanations. The two-crab species treatments

included combinations of blue crabs (Callinectes sapidus), stone

crabs (Menippe mercenaria), graceful crabs (Cancer gracilis), red

rock crabs (Cancer productus), or mud crabs (Panopeus herbstii).

Ourfindingof relativelyweakpredator effects onoysters in the two-

crab treatment is consistent with the hypothesis that intra-guild

predation may partly release prey from predator control (Vance-

Chalcraft et al., 2007). We speculate that within a confined area,

these crabs may have interfered with or attacked one another,

thereby weakening oyster predation (O'Connor et al., 2008; Byers

et al., 2017;Geraldi et al., 2021).Oyster predationexperiments from

Byers et al. (2017) (included in thismeta-analysis) noted deadmud

crabs in treatments with blue crabs suggesting that intraguild

predation may have improved oyster survival. Like many

terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems, intraguild predation may be

an important factor on oyster reefs in determining how the risks

from multiple predators combine to affect habitat-forming prey

(e.g., mussel beds, Byrnes et al., 2006; kelp forests, Leighton and

Tyler, 2021). Moreover, contrary to the positive influences of

predator richness on prey survivorship (McCoy et al., 2012;

Griffin et al., 2013), we found no differences in oyster mortality

effect sizes between the multi-taxon and either of the single-species

predator treatments. This result could be explained by generalist

predators preferring to feed on oysters (as opposed to other

predator species within the enclosures; Byers et al., 2017; Geraldi

et al., 2021), thereby strengthening the predator effect in the multi-

taxon predator treatment. A conch or drill was also included in

most multi-predator taxon treatments (68% of effect sizes), further

supporting the conclusion that gastropods are particularly effective

in reducing oyster survival. Nevertheless, further study is needed to

test these hypotheses on oyster reefs and evaluate the robustness

and generality of our results.
Experimental design alters estimates of
predation effects

Our analyses demonstrated that investigator decisions about

study design strongly affect the measured effects of predators on
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oyster mortality. First, enclosure experiments may overestimate

the impact of predator effects, as we found ~5× higher oyster

mortality in enclosures relative to exclosures. This new finding

for oysters is consistent with prior studies on the effects of

enclosures on algae and invertebrates (e.g., sponges, isopods,

crabs) in freshwater and marine ecosystems, such as streams and

rocky benthic ecosystems (Hillebrand, 2009; Farias et al., 2012).

Enclosures allow for manipulations that are not always

possible in the field (e.g., examining effects of predator

identity, richness, abundance), but lack natural spatial and

temporal environmental variation (e.g., currents, waves) that

stress predators and provide prey with temporary refugia (the

‘consumer stress model’; Menge and Olson, 1990). Additionally,

simple predator assemblages in enclosures do not represent the

complexity of real communities and their potential for

interactions that disrupt predation, such as competition

between predators or predation on mesopredators (Aronson

et al., 2001; He and Silliman, 2016). Enclosures can also

constrain predator foraging movements and limit the number

of prey options, which can accentuate predator effects (Peterson

and Black, 1994; O'Connor and Bruno, 2009). However, while

these artifacts associated with predator enclosures are probably

stronger than those associated with predator exclosures

(Peterson and Black, 1994), we cannot rule out the possibility

that exclosure studies may underestimate predator effects. This

could occur, for instance, if the fouling of predator-exclusion

cages diminishes water flow and increases oyster mortality, and

such caging artifacts are not accounted for using ‘procedural

control’ treatments.

Interestingly, the effects of experiment duration diverged

based on experiment type. Oyster predator effects weakened over

time in predator exclosures but strengthened over time in

predator enclosures. We speculate that predator effects in

enclosures strengthen over time due to the factors described

above that intensify predation rates: a lack of abiotic and biotic

stresses that disrupt predation, little or no choice of prey, and

constrained predator movement (Feminella and Hawkins, 1995;

Borer et al., 2005; Hillebrand, 2009). By contrast, exclosure

studies may see a weakening of the relative influence of

predation if non-predation factors gradually reduce prey

survival in caged plots (or in both caged and uncaged plots).

For instance, over relatively long time periods, predator effects

may be overwhelmed by disease, competition, disturbance, or

abiotic stress that reduce survival across treatments and make

mortality estimates among treatments more similar (Preisser

and Strong, 2004; Menge et al., 2016). The weakening predator

effect over time could also be due to habituation of the predators

in the presence of oysters, which has also been documented on

coral reefs (Koval et al., 2020).

Across all experiments, we found large differences in oyster

mortality between prey tethering methods (naturally settled vs.

glued oysters). The potential challenges to using tethering to

assess predation rates have been well described (e.g., Peterson
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and Black, 1994; Aronson and Heck, 1995; Baker and Waltham,

2020), yet few oyster predation studies adequately address

potential artifacts or biases of those methods (but see Kulp

and Peterson, 2016). Only one publication in our analyses made

direct comparisons between tethering methods (Baillie and

Grabowski, 2019), finding that naturally settled oysters

experienced lower mortality than artificially glued ones

(consistent with our result). In this study, naturally settled

oysters were smaller than the glued oysters, and the authors

speculated that sedimentation and algal overgrowth obscured

the smaller, naturally settled oysters from predators (Baillie and

Grabowski, 2019). In addition, naturally settled oysters may be

harder for predators to remove from the substrate because their

natural adhesive produces a stronger bond (Burkett et al., 2010).

This finding is similar to predation on coral reefs, which shows

higher mortality on corals using glue (vs. corals attached with

cement; Koval et al., 2020).

Artificial recruitment plates or tiles may introduce

potential biases because they often use a construction

materials like ceramic or plastic that cannot perfectly mimic

natural substrata (Peterson and Black, 1994; Aronson and

Heck, 1995). We found a marginal difference in predator

effects on oyster recruitment between different substrate

types, suggesting that artificial substrata may introduce

significant biases to estimates of predation potential relative

to shell or other natural materials. Nevertheless, natural

substrata are more difficult to standardize among treatments

and replicates.
Future directions

Our meta-analysis revealed several important research gaps.

Given the global extent of oysters, we were surprised to find few

suitable predation studies for species other than C. virginica.

More research is needed to determine the global applicability of

our findings, particularly for oyster reefs beyond North America

and in the tropics (Richardson et al., 2022). Additionally, due to

low sample sizes or multi-collinearity, we were unable to

examine the effects of several factors that have been suggested

to affect oyster predation rates, such as abiotic conditions

(dissolved oxygen, elevation, flow velocity, inundation period,

salinity; Ruesink, 2007; Knights et al., 2012), biotic factors

(parasites, pathogens, and competitors; Carroll et al., 2021),

and landscape characteristics (reef size and shape, distance to

other habitats; Micheli and Peterson, 1999; Carroll et al., 2015).

We also showed that predators have a strong influence on oyster

recruitment, but we were unable to infer mechanisms due to

limited sample sizes. Lastly, given the high expected mortality

during the larval stage (Baker and Mann, 1992), future research

should seek to study how predators influence survival of these

early-life stages that are crucial to population recovery

and persistence.
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Conclusions

Our quantitative synthesis is the first to show that, across a

range of environments, predators have strong impacts on

oysters. This finding for oyster reefs is similar to meta-analyses

examining predator or herbivore effects on prey in terrestrial

(Shurin et al., 2002; Salo et al., 2010) and aquatic (Gruner et al.,

2008; Hillebrand, 2009; Poore et al., 2012; He and Silliman, 2016;

Wesner, 2016) ecosystems. Our results also echo those frommeta-

analyses in other intertidal habitats which show that herbivore

characteristics (e.g., species identity) and study duration mediate

herbivore effects on foundational primary producers (Poore et al.,

2012; He and Silliman, 2016).

Lastly, beyond advancing our understanding of predation on

foundation species, our results revealed broad trends and a greater

mechanistic understanding that can inform how predators may

influence the success of oyster restoration, which has increased

globally in response to catastrophic oyster declines (Beck et al.,

2011; Duarte et al., 2020, Smith et al., in press). Our analyses

revealed exceptionally high predation on larger oysters. Because

per-capita fecundity increases exponentially with oyster size (e.g.,

Mroch et al., 2012), our results suggest that predators may limit

reef-scale reproductive output and diminish metapopulation

connectivity and persistence (Castorani et al., 2017; Theuerkauf

et al., 2021). Our results suggest that restoring oyster reefs in areas

with few gastropod predators may improve restoration outcomes

by enhancing recruitment, survival, and fecundity.
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